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Actor in Focus: Koji YAKUSHO 

Animation Focus: The World of Masaaki YUASA 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

The Tokyo International Film Festival (TIFF) is pleased to announce that we will be highlighting the work 

of legendary actor Koji YAKUSHO and emergent animation director Masaaki YUASA at the 

31st TIFF, running October 25 - November 3, 2018. 

 

This year’s TIFF Japan Now section will shine a spotlight on the internationally acclaimed actor Koji 

YAKUSHO, hosting a retrospective of his works as leading actor, from classic films to his latest 

masterpiece, demonstrating his indelible contributions to the Japanese film industry, as well as to 

foreign co-productions. Over a stellar 40-year career, Yakusho has won best actor awards at a variety 

of international film festivals, such as with Cure (1997) at TIFF, Warm Water Under the Red Bridge 

(2001) at the Chicago International Film Festival, Walking My Life (2007) at Film Madrid, The 

Woodsman and the Rain (2011) at the Dubai International Film Festival and The World of Kanako 

(2014) at the Sitges Film Festival. He has also starred in a remarkable number of other award-winning 

films: The Eel (1997) won the Palme d’Or, Eureka (2001) received the prize of the Cannes Ecumenical 

Jury and Babel (2006) was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. 
 

In the TIFF Animation Focus, we will showcase the work of Masaaki YUASA, who has been attracting 

recent international attention and awards within and outside of Japan. Yuasa has long been involved in 

popular animated series, such as Doraemon, Chibi Maruko-chan and Crayon Shinchan. His 

acclaimed 2017 film Lu Over the Wall won the Cristal Award at the Annecy International Animated 

Film Festival. It was the first time in 22 years that a Japanese film received the top prize at the leading 

French festival, following Hayao MIYAZAKI and Isao TAKAHATA. Months later, his next original feature, 

Night is Short, Walk On Girl (2017) won the Grand Prize for Features at the Ottawa International 

Animation Film Festival, marking the first-ever win for a Japanese director. Yuasa’s increased 

international recognition has not only prompted widespread interest in his earlier work, but also given 

him a prominent role in both current and future anime culture.   

 

 
31st TIFF to Shine a Spotlight on  

Iconic Actor and Animation Director  

Lu Over the Wall 
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Launched in 2015 to showcase outstanding Japanese films from recent and upcoming months, 

Japan Now displays the diversity of Japanese film and conveys unique aspects of Japanese culture, 

as well as providing a multifaceted look inside today’s Japan. The first two iterations focused on 

directors Masato HARADA (Climber’s High, Chronicle of My Mother, Kakekomi, The Emperor in 

August) and Shunji IWAI (Fireworks, Should We See It from the Side or the Bottom?, Love Letter, 

Swallowtail Butterfly, A Bride for Rip Van Winkle). Last year, commemorating the 30th anniversary 

of the festival, Japan Now highlighted the achievements of four Muses for Japanese Cinema (in 

alphabetical order): Sakura ANDO, Yu AOI, Hikari MITSUSHIMA and Aoi MIYAZAKI, with screenings 

of their works as well as Q&A sessions and special talk events. This year, our focus is on Koji 

YAKUSHO, and we will be screening masterpieces selected from his 40-year acting career.  
 

The full Japan Now lineup will be announced at our press conference at the end of September 2018. 
 

 

 
 

“Koji YAKUSHO is Japan’s leading international actor, demonstrating unparalleled versatility in 

wide-ranging roles across every genre. In one film, he plays the enigmatic defendant in a murder 

case, changing his story at whim as if he’s a god; in another, he portrays a cop investigating a series 

of gruesome murders, gradually becoming a monster himself. He has indelibly played dozens of 

characters, and imbued them with humanism and inimitable imagination. In a romantic comedy, he 

portrayed a lonely salaryman who becomes obsessed with ballroom dance; in several historical epics, 

he has portrayed spirited samurai characters. His work has been internationally recognized, with 

accolades and nominations in Japan and overseas, including at Cannes. We are pleased to present a 

selection of Yakusho’s finest roles.”  

— Kohei ANDO, TIFF Programming Advisor  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Koji YAKUSHO Profile 

Koji Yakusho was born in 1956, and appeared in numerous films and TV series, including Tampopo 
and Kamikaze Taxi, before gaining worldwide attention for his performance in Masayuki SUO’s 
Shall We Dance? (1996), which won multiple awards. Nearly all his films have participated in 
international film festivals. The Eel (1997), directed by Shohei IMAMURA, won the Cannes Palme 
d’Or, and Eureka (2001) received the prize of the Cannes Ecumenical Jury. He has played 
prominent roles in Memoirs of a Geisha (2005) and Babel (2007), earning him even greater 
acclaim from international audiences. In 2009, he made his directing debut with Toad’s Oil, in 
which he also played the lead. He has also been the recipient of prestigious international honors, 
including the first-ever Japan Cuts prize, the Cut Above Award for Excellence in Film from New 
York’s Japan Society, and the Career Achievement Award at the Hawaii International Film Festival, 
both in 2012, as well as the Nippon Honor Award at Nippon Connection in Germany and the Cinema 
Legend Award at the Singapore International Film Festival, both in 2017. He continues to appear in 
a wide variety of films, including Sekigahara (2017), The Third Murder (2017), and the 
upcoming The Blood of Wolves (2018). 

Actor in Focus: Koji YAKUSHO (Japan Now section) 

TIFF’s Japan Now 

 

Koji YAKUSHO Comment 

It has been 40 years since I first developed an interest in acting. For someone who has not been 
able to stick to a single thing since childhood, it’s a miracle that I’ve been able to pursue this 
profession for four decades. Our profession is a strange one — no matter how many times you fail 
and make a fool of yourself, you find yourself thinking, “Next time, I just might get it right…” 
Perhaps that is the poison we all fall victim to. I am very honored to have my work featured in the 
Tokyo International Film Festival. I am also indebted to all the people who have inspired me 
throughout my life. 
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TIFF revived its Special Focus on Japanese Animation in 2014, to highlight innovative directors who 

have contributed to the phenomenal success of the industry. Acclaimed director Hideaki ANNO, the 

writer/supervising director of Godzilla Resurgence (2016), kicked off the special events. In 2015, we 

featured the Mobile Suit Gundam series, a monumental work of robot animation, and in 2016, 

showcased Mamoru HOSODA, whose latest film, Mirai no Mirai (Mirai), will be screened at the 

Cannes Film Festival’s 50th Directors’ Fortnight this year. To celebrate the 100th anniversary of 

Japanese animation in 2017, TIFF highlighted the work of Keiichi HARA, who won awards at Annecy 

International Animated Film Festival with his recent works, Colorful and Miss Hokusai. This year, our 

focus is on Masaaki YUASA, and we will be screening all his major films.  
 

 

 
  

“The word ’genius’ exists for Masaaki YUASA. His freeform style is filled with exploding colors and 

pleasant rhythms, lulling viewers into a primal state. From the natural world and its mysteries to 

violent actions and emotions, he depicts each phenomena with a distinctive point of view, going 

wherever his fancy leads him and creating unforgettable images. His dynamically dreamlike 

movements reconfirm the magical power of animation. I’m pleased that audiences will have a 

chance to soak in the work of director Masaaki Yuasa. They won’t be able to take their eyes off it once 

they start watching.” 

— Ryusuke HIKAWA, Anime Critic and Visiting Professor at Meiji University Graduate School 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Masaaki YUASA Profile 

Masaaki Yuasa was born in 1965. He made his feature directorial debut with Mind Game (2004), 

and went on to write and direct many TV series. He directed one of the episodes of the animated 

American TV series Adventure Time in 2013 and was nominated for an Annie Award for 

Outstanding Achievement in Directing. He founded the Science Saru animation studio in 2013. In 

2017, his Night is Short, Walk On Girl won the Animation of the Year award at the 41st annual 

Japan Academy Prizes, and his latest film, Lu Over the Wall, won a variety of awards including the 

Cristal for a Feature Film at the Annecy International Animated Film Festival. The Devilman 

Crybaby series (2018) was distributed worldwide in January 2018 to rapturous reviews, attracting 

many fans around the globe with his unique vision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The World of Masaaki YUASA (Animation Focus) 

TIFF’s Animation Focus 

 

Masaaki YUASA Comment 

I never imagined that there would be special screenings featuring my works and my name at an 
international film festival where films from all over the world are screened. I am honored to have 
such an opportunity, and also very surprised. It is also a pleasure to see the work of the crews and 
casts who participated in the production of my past films. I appreciate that many people who 
haven’t seen my work before will have this opportunity to see them. I myself will also enjoy having 
the chance to look back over my past work. 

31st Tokyo International Film Festival 
Date: October 25 (Thu.) – November 3 (Sat.), 2018 
Venues: Roppongi Hills, EX Theater and other venues in Tokyo 
Hosted by: UNIJAPAN 
Official Website: www.tiff-jp.net 
* Film submissions for the 31st Tokyo International Film Festival are now open. 

http://www.tiff-jp.net/

